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Ultrasonic Attenuation in Bismuth at Low Temperatures*
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The attenuation of ultrasonic waves in bismuth has been measured at frequencies between 12 and 84
Mc/sec for various orientations. The magnetic field dependence of the attenuation at low temperatures
exhibits three distinct oscillatory components and a saturation region at Gelds between 5 and 1600 oersteds.
A simple interpretation of the salient features of the observations is presented, In particular, the eRective
mass parameters of the electrons have been determined from the periods of the geometric resonance and
de Haas-van Alphen oscillations. A method of measuring the maximum Fermi velocity in a given direction
is described, and the results of such a measurement are used to determine an independent value of the Fermi
energy. Some data on the temperature and frequency dependence of the zero-Geld attenuation are included.

I. INTRODUCTION

HE investigation reported here of the attenuation
of sound waves in bismuth was originally under-

taken to establish the validity of Blount's' two-defor-
mation-potential model. According to this point of
view, the impossibility of simultaneously screening the
deformation potentials of both holes and electrons
should give rise to a substantial electronic contribution
to the sound attenuation at low temperatures despite
a carrier density of only 10 ' per atom.

Initial experiments indicated the probable existence
of such an electronic component in the attenuation
measured in the liquid-helium temperature range. A

study of the effect of a magnetic field IIO on the attenu-
ation was then undertaken in an effort to unravel this
component from a complicated background attenuation
arising from thermal agitation, impurities, dislocations
and other extraneous scattering centers. The attenua-
tion was found to depend periodically on 1 jets, ' a
phenomenon previously found by Bommep and by
Morse et al.4

It has been suggested by Pippard' that the periods
of these oscillations are controlled by details of the
band structure only qualitatively understood in most
substances. It was apparent that a study of these com-

plicated phenomena in bismuth, whose band structure
has been quantitatively studied, ~" would provide an
excellent opportunity to relate the oscillatory behavior
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to the band structure. Hopefully, a better understand-

ing of the attenuation as a function of field would
establish it as a useful tool in the investigation of the
band structure of other materials. Accordingly, the
emphasis-of the experiment was shifted to a study of the
magnetic-Geld-dependent part of the attenuation as a
function of various experimental parameters.

It should be noted that most of the experimental
work was carried out before an adequate theoretical
model for the 6eld dependence was available. During the
course of the investigation, however, considerable
theoretical progress has been made. ""In the interest
of clarity, we shall, therefore, not present our results in
the historical order in which they were obtained, but
present first, in Sec. II, a simple outline of our current
theoretical understanding. In Sec. III, we describe the
experimental technique with particular emphasis on the
production of pure, unstrained crystals with electronic
mean free paths and relaxation times suKciently long
to permit the observation of oscillatory phenomena. We
also discuss the reasons for shifting from the pulse echo
technique used in our initial studies of the total attenu-
ation to a more sensitive but less direct continuous-
wave technique. Data are presented in Sec. IV on
three characteristically different sets of oscillations and
the striking nature of their anisotropic dependence on
crystal orientation. Finally, in Sec. V, these data are
quantitatively related to band structure parameters
with the aid of theory discussed in Sec. II.

II. THEORY

Bismuth has rhombohedral symmetry. We designate
the three-fold axis by s, one of the three positive two-
fold axes by x, and the corresponding bisectrix by y.
The Fermi surface for electrons in bismuth consist of
three sets of two ellipsoids each. ' The three sets are
interrelated by 120' rotations around s. The doubling
of each set arises from inversion symmetry. One of the

"A. B. Pippard, Phil. Mag. 46, 1104 (1955).
~ M. S. Steinberg, Phys. Rev. 109, 1486 (1958)."S. Rodriguez, Phys. Rev. 112, 80 (1958).
"T.Kjeldaas, Jr., Bull. Am. Phys. Soc. 3, 180 (1958)."Cohen, Harrison, and Harrison (to be published).
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fixes the values of Hp for possible resonance, where

(u, = eHp/mac.

'r Dresse1haus, Kip, and Kittel, Phys. Rev. 98, 368 (1955).
'-' N. Mikoshiba, J. Phys. Soc. Japan 13, 759 (1958).

(3)

(4)

principal axes of each ellipsoid is parallel to a two-fold
axis, which restricts the positions of the centers of the
ellipsoids either to the two-fold axes or the reQection
planes normal to these. The particular set of two ellip-
soids with this principal axis along our x axis is given by

(111pz +Q22py +6'sspz +2rrsspypz 2'rlsZe (1)

where p= hk and k is measured relative to the center
of the ellipse. Further, E. is the Fermi energy of the
electrons and the n, ;are the components of the reciprocal
mass tensor in units of 1/ms.

In addition to the electrons in the conduction band,
there is an equal concentration of holes in the valence
band. The Fermi surface of these holes consists of two
ellipsoids of revolution centered on the s axis and
described by

p»(p, '+p„')+pssp, '= 2moE~„ (2)

where Es is the Fermi energy of the holes, the P;, are
the components of the reciprocal mass tensor, and
y=hk with k now measured from the center of the hole
ellipsoid.

We first discuss the general dependence of the attenu-
ation upon Hp when Hp is transverse to the direction of
propagation. There are five regions of field for which
the dependence of the attenuation o. on Hp is charac-
teristically different. We designate these regions as (1)
the magnetoresistance, (2) the cyclotron resonance,
(3) the geometric resonance, (4) the saturation, and

(5) the de Haas-van Alpen regions, in order of increasing
field. We now discuss each of these regions in turn,
describing the characteristic behavior, its physical
origin, the range of 6eM, and the criteria for observa-
bility.

In the magnetoresistance region, n changes smoothly
with Hp as the latter increases from zero just as does
the low-frequency electrical resistance. The region is
limited to fields such that cv, &~, where cu, is the cyclo-
tron resonance frequency discussed in more detail
below and co the circular frequency of the sound wave.
For the frequencies used in our experiments on Bi, the
magnetoresistance range occurred well below the
smallest value of IIO employed. In any event, the
criterion for significant change of n in this region,
cur))1, where r is a typical relaxation time of the
carriers, is not satisfied in these experiments. We
therefore did not concern ourselves with this phe-
nomenon;

The cyclotron resonance absorption, familiar in the
case of electromagnetic waves, "can in principle occur
also for ultrasonic waves. "The usual Bohr frequency
condition,

d = 2prc/eHs=rI, X, (6)

where d is the orbital diameter of an electron at the
Fermi surface and p~ the Fermi momentum. The
periods in 1/Hp thus scale with X rather than 1/a& as is
the case for cyclotron resonance. The physical origin
of the attenuation lies in the dissipation through col-
lisions of the kinetic energy associated with displace-
ment and distortion of the orbit by the sound wave.
It is the amplitude of this displacement which becomes
a maximum at geometric resonance. %hen the dis-
placement amplitude is a maximum, the electrons
follow the motion of the lattice most eGectively and the
attenuation is a minimum. Thus Eq. (6) gives approxi-
mately for small e and more accurately for large e the
values of Hp for minimum attenuation. The condition
expressed in Eq. (6) implies that rue, = (ef/e, )co, where

vf is the Fermi velocity and v, the velocity of sound.
The fields at which geometric resonances occur are
therefore of order ef/e, greater than those for cyclotron
resonance and fall within the experimental range for
bismuth. The condition for large amplitude of oscil-
lation is that ar, r»1. From Eq. (6) this requirement is
equivalent to ql»1. Because q/= (er/e, )rur, the purity
required for geometric resonance is far more readily

'9 J. E. Aubrey (private communication).
20 G. Smith (private communication).

In Eq. (4), m* is an appropriate effective mass which
depends in general upon the orientation of Hp. Accord-
ing to Eq. (3) and Eq. (4), the absorption is periodic
in 1/Hs with a period given by

d, (1/Hs) = e/(um'c,

and the fundamental value of Hp is equal to the recipro-
cal of the period.

The position of the fundamental was estimated from
Aubrey's" values of the effective masses for the elec-
trons. For the frequencies used here, the cyclotron
resonance for the electrons occurs for fields in the
range 0.1 to 1 oersteds, which are lower than our
experimental range. The criterion for observation,
cur))i, is not satisfied. Preliminary values for the mass
parameters of holes obtained in this laboratory from
anomalous skin e8ect measurements" indicate that the
fundamental occurs in the range 4 to 12 oersteds.
Estimates of r for the holes indicate that their cyclotron
resonance might just barely be observable.

Pippard" has suggested that a geometric resonance
(previously called magnetoacoustic resonance') should
occur when the diameter d of the carrier orbits is an
"odd multiple of half-wavelengths" and has proposed
this as an explanation of the effects first observed by
3ommel. '

The detailed theory in the form developed by Cohen,
Harrison, and Harrison" confirms this suggestion of
Pippard but indicates the resonance condition is
actually
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attained than that required for cyclotron resonance at
a given frequency.

The detailed theory has only been developed for the
electron gas. For small ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces, the
dynamical aspects of the theory are unchanged except
for the introduction of anisotropy. The determination
of the electromagnetic field associated with the sound
wave and hence of n from the dynamics is completely
altered by the presence of several ellipsoids of electrons
and holes. Nevertheless, it is only the dynamical aspect
which need be invoked to establish the existence of
cyclotron resonance and geometric resonance.

If we now redefine d to be the maximum extension of
the now ellipsoidal orbit in the direction of propagation,
the condition for geometric resonance expressed by Eq.
(6) can be taken over unaltered. Onsager" has pointed
out that the orbit in coordinate space is the same as the
orbit in momentum space except for a rotation of 90'
about Hp and a scale factor of c/eH. This fact enables
one to obtain simply the connection between the ob-
served periods and the extension of the Fermi surface in

p space. We now specialize to bismuth and consider the
case g along x, Hp at an angle 0 from the s axis in the

y, z plane. The two ellipsoids described by Eq. (1)
gives one set of periods, and the two remaining pairs of
ellipsoids give a second set of coincident periods. The
values of the niomenta to be substituted for P1 in Eq.
(6) are

2(mpL~'. )l
S— (7)

L(n22+n33)+ (n22 n33) cos28 —2n23 sin28]'

for the first pair of ellipsoids and

p2, 3*=2[etpE, (n11+3n22)]*
X t (&lln22+n33nll+3n22n33 3n23 )
+ (4&lln22 n33nll 3n22n38+3n23 ) cos28

+4n28n11 S11128] ' (g)

for the two remaining pairs. The corresponding ex-
pression for holes is

2 (mpE&3) l

Lpri+ p33+ (p11—p33) cos28]'

Values of p* for the various carriers have been computed
from the values of n... p... E., and Es listed with their
sources in Table VI. In particular for Hp along y and s,
the values of Hp for geometric resonance obtained from
this calculation are indicated schematically in Fig.
1(a) and (b), respectively.

The requirement that l be greater than X is well
satisfied for electrons at 60 Mc/sec but is marginal even
in the best samples at 12 Mc/sec. The condition is
barely satisfied for holes even at; 60 Mc/sec.

As the field increases further, the orbital diameter
becomes smaller than X, d=2pfe/cH(X The force.

2' I.Onsager, Phil. Mag, 43, 1006 (1952).
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FIG. 1. (a)—(b) Predicted fields for occurrence of various oscil-
latory phenomena. (a) Hp~~y. (b) Hp~~z, 60 Mc/sec longitudinal
mode along x. C. R. is cyclotron resonance; G. R. is geometric
resonance; the step indicates saturation, and dHvA refers to
de Haas-van Alphen. The oscillations are indicated only schemati-
cally. Electron ellipsoid 1 as given in Eq. (1); electron ellipsoids
2 and 3 are Eq. (1) rotated ~120' about the s axis.

Two other periods, corresponding to the choice of p
differing by +120' in Eq. (10), simultaneously occur,

"D. Shoenberg, Progress in Low-Temperature Physics (North-
Holland Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1957), Vol. II, p. 225."J.P. Jan, Solid-State Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D.
Turnbull (Academic Press, Inc. , New York, 1957), Vol. 5, p. 1.

exerted by the sound wave becomes independent of the
position of the electron in its orbit, and no further 6eld
dependence associated with purely classical effects can
occur. The existing theory is insufFicient to establish
the saturation value of n for bismuth. The saturation
region is also indicated schematically in Fig. 1(a) and
Fig. 1(b). When l is less than )t, however, saturation
occurs when d&I.

Thus far all our considerations have been classical.
When the energy separation between adjacent Landau
levels Ace, becomes comparable to ET where E is the
Boltzmann constant, this semiclassical approximation
breaks down. De Haas-van Alphen oscillations set in
just as in the magnetic susceptibility and a wide variety
of transport properties. ""One period in 1/Hp for the
electrons of Eq. (1) for the particular case in which H p

is in the x,y plane at an angle p from x is given by

1 85
Pnl'ln33+ (n22n33 nlln88 n23 ) cos pp]'. (10)

II 8$pcs'
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v, =vJ~ sinv (12)

is satisfied, the carrier experiences a steady acceleration
because the orbital average of the force exerted on the
carrier remains constant in phase. The contribution to
the attenuation of the carriers for which (12) is satisfied
can therefore become very large. Consider now the
saturation region where d((X. As v increases from zero,
v& sinv is initially smaller than v, even for carriers
having the maximum v~. At a certain critical angle v„

sin&c = 'pg/&Jr ma~, (13)

the carriers at the Fermi surface having the maximum
vIr can just satisfy (12). The attenuation should then
increase as v increases beyond v, . Because collisions
destroy the phase relation between carrier and sound
wave, co7.&)1 is the criterion for an abrupt increase in
e with v setting in at v= v, . For electrons in bismuth
with q along x, Hp in the x-y plane, and i the angle
between Hp and y, the dependence of (@II), on i is

2(X33Ec
(pa) ..= (nii sin'v+npp cos'v), (14)

mp(CXppQpp Capp )

for the set of ellipsoids [Eq. (1)] having smallest

corresponding to the fact that a plane perpendicular to
Hp can cut the three sets of ellipsoids at different angles.

The hole periods are independent of q and are given
by

A1/H = eh (PiiPpp) '/mp&&i (11)

These oscillations should in principle be observed at all
fields up to a maximum field which is given by the
reciprocal of the period. However, the amplitude of the
oscillations is damped by a factor exp( —(27rEc/eh)
X (2'm*/H) ) and consequently the oscillations are only
observed at very low temperatures and at the values of
Pp near [6(1/Hp)] '.

Using preliminary data for one situation, this ex-
ponential factor may be used to estimate the minimum
fields at which these oscillations might be observed
under a variety of conditions, and these values are
shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b). For
Hp= 1600 oersteds, the maximum field employed in this
work, the oscillations due to the electrons should be
observable for all field directions except those within a
cone around the s axis of half angle 45'. The period and
amplitude considerations indicate that the oscillations
associated with the holes would only be visible for
Hp) 10' oersteds.

Thus far we have supposed Hp'q=0 so that there is
a slow advance of planes of constant phase past the
electrons spiralling along Hp. When the field is tipped
towards the direction of propagation, the average drift
velocity of a carrier along Hp, v& has a component
along q. The phase velocity relative to the carrier is
reduced from v, to p, —v~ sini, where n./2 —i is the
angle between q and Hp. If the condition

(v~), ,„.The maximum velocity of sound in bismuth
is 2.6X10' cm/sec for longitudinal waves along x. For
this value of v„a value of E,=0.017& ev, and Aubrey's
values for n... Eqs. (13) and (14) yield 1' for v, . For
other directions of propagation or other modes, v, can
be much smaller than 1' and the eRect would probably
be unobservable.

III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The condition for the observation of the geometric
resonance at the minimum frequency of 12 megacycles
for all orientations and modes requires that the mean
free path / exceed the maximum wavelength of the
sound waves so that l should be )0.25 mm. Due to
phonon scattering, this condition will be satisfied only at
very low temperatures. If the impurity scattering cross
section is taken to be of the order of 10 " cm', this
condition implies that the impurity concentration must
be less tha, n 10" atoms/cc.

To obtain suitable samples the 99.999%pure bismuth
commercially available was zone refined'4 using 12 to
15 zone passes in a graphite boat lined with candle soot.
In this manner ingots ~ in. )&4 in. )&20 in. containing
single-crystal regions a few inches long were obtained.
Crystals in the middle of the ingot were oriented by the
Laue back-reQection x-ray diRraction technique, and
sections about 1 cm long were cut with a high-speed
abrasive wheel operated under water. The resultant
cold-worked layers were removed with 20% nitric acid
and the ends lapped Rat and parallel to 10' with a
600 mesh SiC abrasive. Etching experiments reveal that
under optimum conditions a layer of polycrystalline
material about 10 ' mm thick is produced by the lapping
operation.

Zone-refining concentrates Pb, Cu, Ag, Ni, and Fe in
the discarded ends of the ingot. Semiquantitative spec-
trographic analysis of the samples themselves reveal
only Cu and Ag in concentrations less than 0.3 ppm by
weight, as judged by comparison with standard samples.
Gas analysis indicates that total weight concentration
of volatile impurities is less than 10 '.

The least pure sample (as judged from the amplitude
of the observed geometric oscillatory eRects) used in
these experiments had a residual resistance at 1.2'K
equal to 1/220 of its resistance at 300'K. Microwave
measurements of surface impedance in the extreme
anomalous region kindly made by Mr. George Smith
on this sample, combined with dc resistivity data,
yield a value for the mean free path of the electrons in
a plane perpendicular to the trigonal axis of 0.14 mm.
Similar data on other samples indicate that the mean
free path is somewhat larger. In any case, this criterion
on mean free path for the observance of geometric
resonance for electrons is not met for all of the experi-
mental situations which were tried. Furthermore, evi-

'4 W. P. Pfann, Solid-State Physics, edited by F. Seitz and D.
Turnbull (Academic Press, Inc. , New York, 1957), Vol. 4, p. 424.
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25 H. B. Huntington, Phys. Rev. 72, 321 (1957).

dence from surface impedance experiments coupled
with dc data indicate that the mean free path for holes
is probably significantly less than for electrons. It is
not surprising therefore that certain experiments
yielded negative results. A quartz transducer of 12
A~Ic/sec fundamental frequency was attached to each
end of the sample using a water soluble stopcock grease
as adhesive. The transducers were X-cut or Y-cut so
that either longitudinal or transverse waves could be
generated in the sample, in pulsed or continuous
operation at frequencies up to the seventh harmonic.
The quartz crystals were ~ in. in diameter with gold
electrodes evaporated in such a way that the equivalent
active diameter was —,

' in. The electrodes were arranged
in the manner described by Huntington" to facilitate
electrical connections on one side.

The sample was suspended directly in liquid He at
the end of two monel coaxial lines in a standard cryo-
genic arrangement schematically shown in Fig. 2. The
temperature up to the boiling point of the liquid He
was controlled by pumping and measured with a vapor
pressure thermometer. Data at higher temperatures
were obtained by surrounding the sample with a copper
can containing 80 g of charcoal and allowing the whole
unit to warm up at a rate which was 0.2% per minute
at 6'K. Temperatures between 20'K and room tem-
perature were measured with a calibrated copper-
constantan thermocouple. Between 4.2'K and 20'K,
the temperature was interpolated with the aid of a
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FIG. 3. Block diagram of pulse echo technique. The comparison
oscillator is a Hewlett-Packard model 608C. It includes a con-
tinuously variable attenuator. The pulse voltmeter arrangement is
also shown.

'R. L. Roderick and Rohn Truell, J. Appl. Phys. 23, 267
(1952).

2' E. R. Andrew, NNclear Magnetic Resonance (Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge, 1955), Chap. III. We are grateful
to Dr. Frederick Reif for suggesting the use of this technique.

carbon resistance thermometer. The field Hp was
generated by passing a current from an electronically
regulated generator through a pair of Helmholtz coils.
The field was homogeneous to 1%%u~ over the region
occupied by the sample and was measured by a bismuth
magnetoresistance probe calibrated by means of a
proton magnetic resonance detector.

The technique used to measure the attenuation of
pulses, shown schematically in Fig. 3, is an adaptation
of that used by Truell. "To avoid errors arising from
variations in receiver gain, a continuously variable rf
comparison pulse from a stable oscillator was placed
adjacent in time to any desired echo pulse and adjusted
to the same height as the latter on the display oscil-
lograph. The calibrated attenuation required to bring
the pulse heights in coincidence was used as a measure
of the attenuation suffered by the echo pulse. To
facilitate the measurement of the attenuation as a
function of magnetic field, a peak reading voltmeter
capable of selecting a given echo was used to drive a
recording potentiometer. The magnetic field was
caused to increase approximately linearly with time so
that this recording gave a direct plot of pulse height
~ersus field.

We anticipate the data presented in the next section
to remark that the oscillatory field dependence of the
attenuation reported here usually has a maximum
amplitude of a few percent of the total attenuation. For
this reason, we used a continuous wave technique,
similar to that used in nuclear magnetic resonance
studies. "In this technique, illustrated schematically in

Fig. 4, a small sinusoidal variation H& singlet is super-
imposed on the steady magnetic field Hp, where H&((Hp
and could be varied from 3 to 50 oersteds. The
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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FxG. 4. Block diagram of the continuous wave method. The
receiver was a standard superheterodyne ype.t e. A Hewlett-
Packard 608C oscillator was used to generate the continuous wave.

1 from the detecting transducer is thus modulate
at a frequency of 40 cps. This amplitude modulate
radio wave is amplified with a superheterodyne receiver
and the 40-cps modulation signal rectified with a phase
sensitive detector. The resultant dc signal is propor-
tional to the rate of change of transmitted amplitude
A with field, that is (1/As) (dA/dH). The negative of
this quantity is automatically recorded as a function
o ime.f t' . During these measurements the copper can

ize eddsurrounding the sample was removed to minimize e y
current shielding.

The amplitude is given exactly by A =Ape, where
I is the length of the sample and C converts db/cm to
the proper units. To a satisfactory approximation

der our experimental conditions the exponential canun ero
b panded so that the measured quantity is near y

r ofproportional to dn/dH. In the free-electron theory o
Cohen, Harrison, and Harrison, " maxima occur in
der/dH for orbital diameters given approximately by

d= (rs+-', )X. (15)
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In the interests of clarity, we present the data in the
order of emphasis. First we discuss the full magnetic
field dependence of the attenuation of 60-Mc/sec longi-
tudinal waves propagated along the x axis in the crystal
for Hp along y and s. We then discuss how the phe-
nomena observed in these two simple cases vary as the
magnetic field direction is changed, both in the y-s plane
and the x-y planes. Finally, we discuss the variation of
the attenuation with temperature and with frequency
in certain cases and point out that the sparser data
obtained for the attenuation of shear waves supports
the general picture inferred from the study of longi-
tudinal waves.
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longitudinal mode along x axis. All peaks are Type I, Type III
peaks for this orientation would occur at a few kilo-oersted, beyond
our range of measurement. The absolute value of the derivative
is accurate to +50%.

A panoramic view of the field dependence of e for the
case of 60-Mc/sec sound waves propagated along the
x axis at 1.2'K is shown in Fig. 5 for the field along the
y axis and in Fig. 6 for the field along the z axis. In both
figures the upper curve is the difference between e in
a magnetic field and e in zero field as measured by the
pulse method. The lower curve in each case shows

dA/dH obtained with —the continuous wave method.
The principal features of these curves are (a) a general
increasing trend of 0. as the magnetic 6eld is increased
which saturates at fields below 1000 oersteds, (b) the
existence of a set of oscillations (called Type I) at fields
of order 100 erosteds, (c) the appearance of a weaker
set of oscillation (Type II) in the intermediate field
range of a few hundred oersteds, and (d) the existence
of a set of oscillations (Type III) in the saturation field
range starting at 700 to 1000 oersteds.

The various sets of oscillations, all of which appear
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upon analysis to be either periodic in 1/H or super-
positions of oscillations of different period in 1/H,
depend in characteristically diferent ways upon the
experimental parameters. As may be seen from Fig. 7
the fields at which the peaks of the low 6elds oscillations
(Type I) occur are proportional to the frequency.
However, comparison between experiments with shear
waves and longitudinal waves of the same frequency
indicates that the Type I oscillations actually scale
with X rather than frequency. The Type III oscillations
on the other hand are independent of frequency and
mode of propagation. As we shall show in detail later,
the orientation dependences of the Type I and Type III
oscillations are quite different. For Type I oscillations,
the highest Geld peak in dA/dH o—ccurs at a value of
1/Hp approximately equal to half the period in 1/Hp.

400

a) 500
O

CL

.E 200
X
CP

Ioo

U.

0
0 l 2 24 56 48 60 72 84

Sound Frequency {mc)

FIG. 7. Magnetic Geld values at which Type I peaks occur
versus frequency. H~~Z; 60 Mc/sec longitudinal mode along x axis.
Symbols refer to repeated measurements.

4 6 8 t0 l2
Temperature K

FxG. 8. Frequency and temperature dependence of the saturation
value of e.(H) —n(0); CI—84 Mc/sec longitudinal mode along
s axis H~~y, 287 oe; O—36 Mc/sec shear mode along s axis H v,
459 oe; X—12 Mc/sec longitudinal mode along s axis II x,
459 oe; h,—l2 Mc/sec longitudinal mode along s axis H y,
287 oe.

cx varied with temperature and frequency in the manner
shown in Fig. 8. Qualitatively, the amplitude of the
oscillations varies in the same manner with temperature
as the saturation value.

We now turn to a description of the orientation
e6ects. In Fig. 9, the saturation value of the attenu-
ation of a 60-megacycle longitudinal wave propagated
along the x axis is shown as a function of the angle of
rotation of Hs in the y-x plane (curve D). Curves 8
and C show the saturation attenuation of the two 12
Xlc/sec shear modes propagating along the a axis as a
function of the direction of Ho in the y-s plane. All the
curves should have 180' rotation symmetry. It is
important to note how narrow the lobes associated with
the polar plot in the x-y plane are compared with those
of the y-s plane. The x-y plane plots for the shear modes
are not shown but they consisted of a single lobe less
than 4 wide at half height. As a consequence of this,

The apparent period of the Type II oscillations, how-

ever, does not satisfy this relation. This fact is the
principal reason for distinguishing the Type II oscilla-
tions as a separate set. The data on the Type II oscilla-
tions is not as complete as for the Type I and Type III
oscillations, but those which are available indicate that
the frequency and mode dependences are qualitatively
similar to those observed with the pulse echo technique
which yielded only barely discernible traces of the

Type I oscillations. Both sets of oscillations are seen

with the continuous wave apparatus, the Type I ap-
pearing larger than the Type II partly because the
sensitivity of the continuous wave technique decreases
as 1/H' for a constant modulating Geld.

It should be emphasized that the effect of the mag-
netic field on the attenuation is observable only at
temperatures of order of 10'K. The saturation value of

a{0~db/cm

Fro. 9. n(H) —n(0) versus field direction. g~~x. For the curves
with 0, Q, 0 the Geld was rotated in a plane normal to q. For
the curve with X points the Geld was rotated in the x-y plane.
The boxed labels on the axes refer to this curve. (A) & longi-
tudinal mode 60 Mc/sec, 230 oe, 4.2'K; (B) 0 Fast shear mode
12 Mc/sec, 138 oe, 1.2'K (divide attenuation scale by three);
(C} Q Slow shear mode 12 Mc/sec, 103 oe, 1,2'K; (D) )( longi-
tudinal mode 60 Mc/sec, 230 oe, 4,2'K,
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small alignment errors may result in relatively large
departures from 180' rotational symmetry. The fields
at which some of the polar plots in Fig. 9 were made not
large enough to produce saturation when the field was
near the s axis. Nevertheless, other data not shown
indicate that the saturation value is indeed smaller
when II is near the s axis so that Fig. 9 does represent
the general anisotropy of the saturation attenuation.

Fro. 10. One lobe of the fork effect curve for 60 Mc/sec longi-
tudinal mode along the x axis, H at an angle of v from the y axis
in the x-y plane. &=276 oe, T=1,2'K, showing how v, was
measured.

TABLE I. Observation of Type I effects. '

Propagation
axis Mode

Field
direction

Frequency
(Mc/sec)

Temper-
ature'K

A second important feature of the orientation de-
pendence is the sharp minimum in the attenuation
curve D of Fig. 9 which occurs when Ho is perpendicular
to the direction of propagation of the longitudinal wave.
The lobes are sharper at lower temperatures (see Fig.
10) or higher frequencies, but the separation angle is
independent of frequency and temperature. An ex-
planation of this phenomenon, which we call the fork
effect, is implied in the previous section and made
explicit in the next section.

The most significant data are obtained by measuring
the attenuation as a function of field for various angles
in a plane perpendicular to the propagation direction
such as at points P, Q, R, 5, etc. , on Fig. 9. This has
been done for the conditions noted in Table I. The
periods h(1/Hs) of both Type I and Type III oscil-
lations may then be determined as a function of field
direction. A plot of peak positions versus angle for the

longitudinal
shear
slow shear

y-s plane 12, 36, 60, 84 4.2, 1.2
x-y plane 12 1.2
y-s plane 12 1.2

I20—

IOO

~ ~ I ~ %j

+ A different sample was used for each of the three experiments. The
data from the longitudinal mode, which are analyzed in detail, are superior
to those from the shear modes.

TABLE II. Observation of Type III oscillations.

C)

—)K
CI

60

Propagation
axis Mode

slow shear
slow shear
longitudinal
shear
longitudinal
slow shear

Field direction

near y-axis and 45' in y-s plane
various directions in x-y plane
x-y plane
x-y plane
within about 45' of y-axis, y-s plane
y-axis

20'

0
l)0

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

9P 0
Angle in Degrees

FIG. 11.The calculated curves of peak position of —1/A 0 dA/dH
are calculated for F11-—1'79, a22 —-1, a33 —84.5, u23=+7.2 and
Shoenberg's value of E,=2.83X10 " erg (0.0177 ev). The erst
peak position is plotted at a value of 1jH equal to half the period
in 1/B. This choice gives good agreement with the data for the
fields near the y axis but for the fields near the s axis the agreement
is not so good as it would be if the 6rst peak were plotted at
about (6/7) of the period. The periods calculated at both direc-
tions are in reasonable agreement with the data, since in fact
the a;; used were derived from these periods.

Type I oscillations is shown in Fig. 11.Figure 12 shows
more extensive data on the Type III oscillations. A
plot of the period versus angle for the Type III oscilla-
tions is shown in Fig. 13. This figure shows clearly that
the period of the Type III oscillations determined from
the experiments with shear waves is the same as that
determined using longitudinal waves which is not the
case for the Type I oscillations. Other observations of
Type III oscillations are listed in TableII. In the course
of these experiments, Type II oscillations were observed
under a variety of circumstances noted in Table III.
Two of the best examples of Type II behavior are
shown in Fig. 14.

At all temperatures studied the magnitude of the
attenuation depended approximately linearly on fre-
quency. This data is summarized in Table IV. The
uncertainties in these results are large, being 10%%u~ at
any given temperature for a given run with a scatter
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as big as 20% between various runs. The attenua, tion
measured on two different samples under nominally
the same conditions reproduced to a factor of two or
better.

Typical examples of the observed temperature de-
pendence of n are shown in Fig. 15. The situation
appears to be complicated and much more experi-
mentation is needed before a clear picture can be drawn.

To interpret the results it was necessary to know the
velocity of sound in bismuth for the various modes and
directions investigated. These values are given in
Table V, For completeness, the measurements were

TABLE III. Observation of Type II oscillations.
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~ I

+.02

-04 "

+.06 '
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I000

lllL/I I,J(ail .

IOOO

H (Oersteds)
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~IaAlAA'll A h
'Illlfu"

II J )per

Temper-
ature Frequency'K Mc/sec Mode

Prop. direct. Field direct.
q 8 j oersted

1

FIG. 12. de Haas-van Alphen oscillations; shear mode along
s axis. Upper curve for H~~y showing two periods superimposed.
Lower curve for II in x-y plane, y=60'.

1.3
4.2, 1.2

1.5
4.2
1.2
1.2

12
12
12
60
60
12
60

fast shear
slow shear
longitudinal
longitudinal
longitudinal
longitudinal
longitudinal

x
39' 199'
39' 199

90' 92.7'
90' 92.7'
56' 55'
56' 55'

0.036
0.0032
0.0023
0.0018
0.0024
0.0165
0.0027

TABLE IV. Zero-field attenuation. The shear mode attenuation
at 300'K was not measured since the attenuation in the trans-
ducer bond was large at this temperature. At some temperatures
the attenuation at the higher frequencies was too large to measure
so only the attenuation at 12 Mc/sec is reported.

Propagation
direction

X RXlS

Mode

longitudinal

X RXlS

X RXlS

Z RXlS

fast shear

slow shear

longitudinal

Z RXlS shear

6 =90, p= 199 longitudinal

Temperature Attenuation +20'Po
'K n(f) db/cm (f in Mc/sec)

300
78
4.2

78
4.2

78
4.2

300
83
4.2

78
4.2

300
78
4.2

(f)=o,5+o.o7 y
e(f) =0.1+0.087f
n(f) =0.5+0.12f
e(f) =0.0+0.34f

o.(12)=2.0
(f) =6.2+O.4f

(12)=5.6
n(f) = —1.5+0.16f
~ (f) =o.o+0.092f
n (f) =0.1+0.073f
n(f) =3.0+0.31f

n(12) =8.02
0, (f) =0.0+0.034f

(f) =0.184+0.058f
u(12) =0.665

extended so that all six elastic constants could be
determined at 4.2'K, 78'K, and 300'K. In the interest
of brevity, the resulting data will be reported elsewhere.

V. DISCUSSION

In this section we first demonstrate that the theo-
retical discussion of Sec. II can account for most of our
observations if we use previously determined values of
the band structure parameters. Having established the
validity of the theoretical picture, we then assess the
ef6cacy of ultrasonic attenuation as a tool for the inde-
pendent determination of these parameters by calcu-
lating them directly from our observations.

We turn first to the Type I oscillations. Because the
periods of these oscillations scale with X and the first
peak of —dA/dH us 1/Hs occurs at half the period, we

identify the Type I oscillations as geometric resonances
on the basis of Eq. (15). The magnitudes and anisot-
ropies of the periods are very close to those computed
for electrons from Eqs. (6)—(8) (using parameters
derived from the present experiments, which do not
diGer significantly from Aubrey's mass parameters, "
and Shoenberg's Fermi energy) as shown in Fig. 10 and
discussed below.

Because the periods of Type III oscillations are
independent of the frequency and mode of the sound

wave, we identify them as de Haas-van Alphen oscil-
lations. The magnitudes and anisotropies of the periods
indicate that these too are associated with electrons.
The three curves drawn in Fig. 12 are the periods cal-
culated as a function of field direction in the x-y plane
for each of the three sets of ellipsoids. The calculations
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FIG. 13. de Haas-van Alphen periods versus 6eld direction. The
dotted curve is calculated from electron ellipsoid 1 using mass
parameters adjusted to give the best 6t. Dashed and solid curves
are from rotated ellipsoids.
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Fro. 14. a(H) —u(0) versus reciprocal 6eld. 2 1.2'K, ~ 4.2'K,
12 Mc/sec, HIIy, slow shear along x axis. Typical Type H oscil-
lations occur at both temperatures.

were made by assuming a value for the maximum
period 5% smaller than that reported by Shoenberg
and by deriving the minimum period, which can only
be observed outside our field range, from an average
of published parameters. The fit to our data is excellent
and not sensitive to the value of the minimum period
assumed.

All experiments for which Hs q=0 exhibited the
saturation effect, n(H) —u(0) at saturation being an
order of magnitude larger than the amplitude of the
geometric resonance oscillations. In contrast to the
observed behavior in copper, 4 as previously noted, "the
attenuation of sound in bismuth is larger in the satu-
ration region than in zero field. The saturation behavior
of the longitudinal waves is consistent with the theory
of Cohen, Harrison, and Harrison" for large q/. The
increase in e upon saturation observed for shear modes,
however, does not occur in their free-electron theory.
The saturation value of o, measured at Hp = 1200
oersteds is less in those directions for which the com-

ponent of p J Hs is large, i.e. , when the condition d(X
may not be so well satisfied.

IOO 200

%~X
ol t

0 10
I

20
T K

I

30
I

40

Prc. 15.Zero-field attenuation versus temperature X 12 Mc/sec,
~ 84 Mc/sec, longitudinal mode along s axis; use lower tempera-
ture scale. ~ 12 Mc/sec, ~ 36 Mc/sec, pseudo-longitudinal mode
along q = 199, 8=39; use upper temperature scale.

ss M. J. Harrison, Phys. Rev. Letters 1, 442 (1958).

The fork e8ect described in Sec. II is strikingly
displayed by the attenuation of longitudinal waves
with q~~x and Hs at an angle v from the y axis in the
x-y plane. See Fig. 9, D. These are the optimal condi-
tions for observation of the effect because v, is a
maximum and (u+r) ~, is near its minimum. The
critical angle u, for the onset of "surf riding" derived
from the data in Fig. 9, D is 0.95', in excellent agreement
with that calculated for electrons from Eqs. (12)—(14)
with the known parameters for Bi. The observed inde-
pendence of v, on frequency and temperature is con-
sistent with this explanation. Corresponding calcu-
lations for situations in which no fork effect was
observed indicated that v, was very much smaller. The
unique feature of the fork effect is that it permits a
direct determination of the Fermi velocity. In particular,
for ellipsoidal Fermi surfaces, a more elaborate study
of the fork effect might- provide a new technique for
determination of the Fermi energy, Ef. The oscillatory
effects all depend on the reciprocal mass parameters n, ;
and Ef through the combination n, ,/Ef. The critical
angle v„however, depends on the combination n;jEf.

TAszz V. Sound veIocity for orientations of interest
at 4.2'K.

Propagation axis

0=39', q =199'

Mode

longitudinal
slow shear
fast shear
longitudinal
shear
pseudo-longitudina1

Velocity
cm /sec

2 62X10'
0.892X 10'
1.64X10'
2 02X10'
1.13X10'
2.62 X 10'

a A complete determination o& the six elastic constants will be published
shortly.

It is thus possible to determine the values of o.;; and Ef
by ultrasonic experiments alone. The present experi-
ments determine E. only to an accuracy of 30'Po,
E,=3.5)&10 " erg, but more refined experiments
should reduce this error materially.

For the various modes and frequencies investigated,
the attenuation decreased very sharply as the com-
ponent of Hs along q increased. This feature of the
attenuation occurs also in the free-electron theory. ""

The Type II oscillations occur in a region of Hp
appropriate for geometric resonance of holes. Further-
more, the general dependence of the oscillations on
wavelength and mode of propagation is consistent with
a geometric resonance. However, the observed periods
h(1/Hs) are longer than theoretically predicted. Cur-
rently, no adequate explanation of these oscillations is
available.

Having established the nature of the Type I and

Type III oscillations, we may now use them to deter-
mine ratios of the reciprocal mass parameters. The
period of the geometric resonance for Hp along y is
determined by n»/E, . The maximum period of the
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Type III oscillations is determined by the combination
n~~aa~/E. '. For each order of geometric resonance, one
curve of peak position Mrsls orientation in Fig. 10
pertains to ellipsoids 1 and the other to ellipsoids 2 and
3. The angular displacement of corresponding extrema
of the two curves is approximately proportional to
Q23/(@22 c33). The minimum period of the geometric
resonances of ellipsoids 2 and 3 is determined approxi-
mately by the combinations (n»+3n22)/Q22 The
foregoing four quantities therefore suffice to determine
the ratios of the o,;; and with E,=0.0177 ev, lead to the
values of 0.,; given in Table VI.

It should be noted that we have reported a positive
value of n» in Table VI, whereas other workers report
a negative value. Smith" has pointed out that the rela-
tion between m»* and a» given by Shoenberg' contains
an error of sign (m4* and n4 in Shoenberg's notation).
Shoenberg reports a negative value of m~3* which, with
the proper sign in his equation, would lead to a positive
value of 0,». We suspect that this error in sign has
propagated through the literature. The agreement of
our results with the theory and of the magnitudes of
our n;; with previously reported magnitudes is improved
by choosing o.» positive.
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TAar.z VI. Comparison of published mass parameters for elec-
trons and holes in bismuth. Shoenberg's value of E,=0.0177 ev
was used with all the parameters below except those of Brailsford
and Gait. The independent value of E, was calculated using the
ratios of the o.;; from sound attenuation and the critical angle of
the fork effect.


